Shape-shifting micro- and nanopatterns controlled by temperature.
Herein, features that alter their shape to form a different pattern upon an external trigger are described. Electron-beam lithography was used to fabricate micrometer- and nanometer-sized surface immobilized poly(triethylene glycol methacrylate) (pTEGMA) that exhibits significant thermal responsivity; the resulting hydrogels collapsed by up to 95% of their height upon addition of heat. Multicomponent features composed of both the thermoresponsive polymer and nonresponsive poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) were then prepared. Upon increase in temperature, only the thermally responsive component of the pattern collapsed, causing a significant and predictable alteration in the overall pattern. Reversible micrometer- and nanometer-sized square-to-triangles, squares-to-checkerboards, smiles-to-neutral face, and zeros-to-ones shapes were shown.